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**Reviewer's report:**

the majority of reviewer comments have been taken into consideration.

**Minor Essential Revisions:**

line 170-172 and table 1: a difference of change in priority from high to low reaching 33% to 31% is not statistical significant, but has a p value of around 0.30.

table 1:  
change in priority from low to high among cases of 3/182 = 1.6%, not 3%

table 2: table has improved much. suggest to arrange the columns:  
number of Pre.H NCS; number of Pre-h. controls; univar; multivari. and omitting the last OR of 1.00.

**Level of interest:** An article of importance in its field

**Quality of written English:** Acceptable

**Statistical review:** Yes, and I have assessed the statistics in my report.
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